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The 143-070 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 143-070 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 143-070 exam is very challenging, but with our 143-070 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 143-070 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Brocade 143-070 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 143-070 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Brocade exam
- 143-070 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 143-070 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 143-070 tested and verified before publishing
- 143-070 exam questions with exhibits
- 143-070 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Brocade certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 143-070 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 143-070 test is an important part of Brocade certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 143-070 exam is essential and core part of Brocade certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 143-070 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Brocade 143-070 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 143-070 now!
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QUESTION: 1
You have a Brocade DCX Backbone with Virtual Fabrics enabled and a logical switch
FID 10 with one FC8-4S and one FC8-32 blade. You want to attach a tape loop device in
FID 10. Which two actions would you take to make sure the tape loop device is working
correctly and is supported? (Choose two.)

A. Attach the tape loop device to any port on the FC8-32 blade.
B. Attach the tape loop device to any port ID 16 to 47 on the FC8-48 blade.
C. Configure FID 10 to use 8-bit addressing mode.
D. Attach the tape loop device to any blade within FID 10 as long as the 10-bit
addressing mode is enabled.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 2
On a Brocade switch, you want to enable the Virtual Fabric (VF) feature. Which
statement is correct?

A. Enabling VF is not disruptive even if you create logical switches
B. Enabling VF is disruptive even if you do not create logical switches.
C. Enabling VF is not disruptive if you do not create logical switches.
D. Enabling VF is disruptive only if you create logical switches.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
To connect an FC Router to an edge fabric with an active SCC policy, which domain
must be included in the SCC policy?

A. translate domain
B. front domain
C. backbone domain
D. router domain

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
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In the exhibit, which port type is being used on the Brocade 5300 Backbone Fabric ID
(BB FID) 120 router between edge fabric 2 (FID 2)?

A. E_Port
B. EX_Port
C. VE_Fort
D. VEX_Port

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
You have an Access Gateway connected to three fabrics. You want to ensure that
connected devices do not failover to a different fabric. Which policy enables this?

A. Failover
B. Auto Port Configuration
C. Advanced Device Security
D. Port Grouping

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
You would like to use a Brocade 5100 to connect a B-Series and an M-Series fabric
without merging. Which action should be performed?

A. Set the M-Series device interoperability mode to 0.
B. Ensure the 5100 has an IR license.
C. Ensure the 5100 has an ISLtrunking license.
D. Set the M-Series devices to McDATA Open Fabric Mode.
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
You are installing an FX8-24 blade in the Brocade DCX Backbone with Virtual Fabrics
(VF) enabled. The FX8-24 blade will be used for EX_Ports. In which type of switch
would the FX8-24 blade be installed to accomplish the requirement?

A. logical
B. default
C. base
D. foundation

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8

You have configured your fabric-wide consistency as shown in the exhibit. What is the
outcome of this configuration?

A. The SCC policy is required to be consistent throughout the fabric.
B. The DCC policy is required to be consistent throughout the fabric.
C. The SCC and DCC polices are both required to be consistent throughout the fabric
D. The SC C and DCC policies will be ignored when enforcing fabric-wide consistency.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
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You have connected a switch to another switch in your fabric. What is the first event that
will take place that tells the fabric the new device has been connected?

A. an HLO sequence
B. an EFP sequence
C. an ELP sequence
D. an ESS sequence

Answer: C

QUESTION: 10
You want to use F_Port trunking to ensure that your host devices accessing the fabric
through an Access Gateway (AG) will retain their PIDs if an N_Port in the port group
through which the devices access the fabric goes offline. What can you do to accomplish
this?

A. Install a trunking license on the edge switch only; run the porttrunkarea command on
the edge switch.
B. Install a trunking license on the Access Gateway and the edge switch; run the
porttrunkarea command on the Access Gateway.
C. Install a trunking license on the Access Gateway only, run the porttrunkarea command
on the Access Gateway.
D. Install a trunking license on the Access Gateway and the edge switch; run the
porttrunkarea command on the edge switch.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 11
You have two servers connected to an Access Gateway and you would like to attach the
Access Gateway to an existing SAN. How will the port connecting to the fabric be
configured on the Access Gateway?

A. as an E_Port
B. as an F_Port
C. as an N_Port
D. as an EX Port

Answer: C

QUESTION: 12
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